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Product INformatIoN

CERTIFICATIONS

 Wesflex Co.,Ltd. Flooring System Vinyl Collection is suitable for heavy commercial environment 

such as retail, leisure, health and education. With the principle of specialization, we have developed  

rapidly in the scale of distribution. Our raw materials and products are sorted and categorized with care 

to fit with different types of demand. We are indeed meant to fulfill our customers requests whatever it 

would be.

 Notwithstanding the heterogeneity of our products, all of Wesflex’s are manufactured under  

globally accepted standards as ISO 9001:2000 Quality management systems and ISO 14001 Environmental 

Management System.

Product SuItabIlIty
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 1. Protect the floor covering installation against dirt and other trades.

 2. Do not allow traffic over the installation within 24 hours after installation.

 3. Do not water-wash the floor thoroughly within 30 days after installation. Wipe the floor  

     with damp mop during the first month to allow adhesive to settle itself.

 4. Bear in mind that temperature and humidity have direct effect on how long it takes for  

     the adhesive to get dry. Therefore, ensure the room temperature to be at the minimum 

     of 65°F (15°C), and humidity to be no more than 65% within 72 hours after installation.

ProtectIoN
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 Wesflex Co.,Ltd. Flooring System can be 

installed using White Glue or Black Glue adhesive. It may 

be suitable for installation over non-porous surfaces 

and existing vinyl floors or used in wet use areas. 

 Please consult your Wesflex Co.,Ltd. Flooring 

System Representative for your particular application. 

 1. All supporting surfaces shall be structurally 

sound, solid, stable, level, plumb and true to a tolerance 

in plane of 1⁄4” in 10 feet (6 mm in 3 m) for floors. They 

shall be dry, clean and free of dust, oil, grease, paint, tar, 

wax, curing agent, primer, sealer, old adhesive or any 

deleterious substance and debris which may prevent or 

reduce adhesion.

 2. Mechanically sand, bead blast or scarify 

the substrate to completely remove all paint, loosely 

bonded topping, loose particles, construction debris, 

old adhesive and any contaminant that may prevent or 

reduce adhesion.

 3. Remove any trace of strong acid or alkali 

from the substrate prior to the application of the surface 

product and/or the adhesive.

 4. The supporting surfaces shall be dried. The 

moisture emission shall not exceed 3lbs / 1000s.f. 

/24 hrs (1.36 kg / 92.9s.m. /24 hrs) for concrete. For 

wood underlayment, the moisture content should 

meet with the requirements of the wood manufacturer 

and/or flooring manufacturer, generally 8-10% using a 

“Delhmorst Wood Moisture tester”.

 5. In all cases, the structural design of floors 

shall not allow a deflection of more than 1/360 of span 

under live or dead loads.

Surface 
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 1. Concrete substrates shall be free of sealer 

or curing compound. The substrate shall be cured for 

a minimum of 42 days and tested for moisture emission 

using the anhydrous calcium chloride method. Test 

results shall be no more than 3lbs/1000s.f. /24 hrs 

(1.36kg / 92,9s.m. /24 hrs) prior to the installation of 

the floor covering.

 2. Concrete substrates shall be finished using 

a flat trowel. The surface shall be sound, true and level 

to a tolerance in plane of 1⁄4’’ in 10 feet (6 mm in 3 m) 

for floors.

 3. The installer shall be responsible to complete 

a humidity test, providing the humidity test has to be 

done at least 96 hours (4 days) prior to commencing 

work, and the results shall not exceed 3lbs / 1000s.f. 

/24 hrs (1.36kg /92.9 s.m. /24 hrs) with the anhydrous 

calcium chloride test.

 4. All new concrete surfaces should be steel 

trowel finished. A moisture barrier with a permeance of 

less then 0,2 metric perms as measured according to 

the ASMT-96 standard must be present under concrete 

slabs that are on or below grade. This barrier must be 

resistant to deterioration as well as to puncture during 

construction and must remain intact and continuous.

 5. Any repair to the concrete substrate shall 

be made using the proper surface preparation product 

specified. Where self-smoothing surface preparation 

material is required, the concrete shall be bead blasted 

or scarified. Where a fast setting screed mortar or fast 

setting polymer-modified premixed mortar the concrete 

shall be scarified.

 6. Neutralize any traces of strong acid or alkali 

prior to application of the surface preparation product 

or the adhesive.
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HEAD OFFICE 
Wesflex Co.,Ltd
 2510,2512,2514 Ladprao Road, Khlong Chan, 
Bangkapi Bangkok Thailand 10240 
 
Tel. 02-376-0944-6 FAX. 02-376-0947
Email : contact@wesflex.co.th 
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